
8 things you need  
to do before  

going blonde 



Blonde is everywhere you turn. So many trends, so much Instagram inspo, so much 
choice. 
Balayage, root stretch, platinum, pastel, sunlights and babylights. The choice is yours 
and any service in which the hair is lighted comes under the banner of blonde services 
in our books. Each service needs to be tailored to the hair and each look requires 
preparation to get the best out of your service. 

So we have compiled a list of the 8 processes required to get the best out of your 
blonde service. 

1. Flip through Pinterest. 
No matter what you have been told or assume, we hairdressers love photos…as long as 
the expectations are realistic.  
Pinterest is the hub where you can browse photos of colours that you like, things that 
make you cringe and the looks you aren’t game enough to try. It’s the place where you 
create the board of your Hair Inspo where you end up with a common theme, hence 
the look you are after. As long as the looks are realistic and the models have similar 
hair type, skin tone and texture to you then most looks can be achieved or a plan put 
in place. 

2. Do your research. 
So you have found your blonde icon and now you need to find the right person to help 
you achieve this look.  
Get online and research. Pick up the phone and research. Send an email and research. 
This will help you get a vibe for the salon, their blonde knowledge and how 
comfortable you feel putting your hair in their hands. Check out the salon’s 
Instagram. Before and afters are a great way to see how experienced the salon is with 
the look you are after.  
Don’t put your dream look in anyones hands. Make sure your time and effort is not 
wasted on the wrong hairdresser. 

3. Save up enough cash 
The golden rule here is never pick your blonde specialist on price.  
In this case, cheap does mean nasty and a less experienced stylist with lower quality 
products. If you choose to go blonde you need to be willing to spend the money.  
Most blonde services will cost you between $150 and $350 depending on how detailed 
the service is. Not all products are created equally and the colour range your stylist 
uses on your hair can determine how light your blonde is lifted and how well your 
toner works. Cheap colouring products can cause damage and leave the hair brittle 
and dry.  
Make sure the salon’s blonde colour range contains either Olaplex, Fibrelex or any 
other plex which helps re bond the hair back together after a lightening service. 

4. Throw out your supermarket products 
They do nothing to strengthen, repair, nourish, add shine or do whatever else the 
bottle promises. Again cheap is cheap and supermarket products are mostly detergent 
and water. It’s like washing your hair with dishwashing liquid.  
The excess silicon in supermarket products builds up on the hair over time and can 
react with the bleach. This build up can cause over heating of the foils resulting in 
unstable processing and it the worst cases, the foils to steam.  



It makes it hard for the colour to penetrate through, reducing the ability to lift the 
colour light enough. After care with supermarket products is not recommended either 
as they strip the toner out of the hair resulting in brassiness sooner than expected. 

5. Put those hair irons away….or turn them down at least. 
Typically hair irons heat to 280 degrees and you are subjecting your hair to the burn 
of such high temperatures.  
Anytime extreme heat is applied to hair, the cuticle breaks down resulting in split and 
broken hair.  
If the hair has minimal cuticle then it is extremely hard to colour as the hair is so 
fragile but will also soak up toners more as the damaged hair is searching for pigment 
to help it rebuild.  
Overuse of hair irons causes alien antennas, spiky crown and a broken hairline. I can 
also burn out your toner quicker, dry the hair out and give you dull, scarecrow locks. 
If you want long, blonde and shiny hair then we suggest not using the irons at all.  
If you must, and you have an addiction to feed, then we suggest turning them down to 
180 degrees (if your iron has a dial), using them only once a week and running them 
over each section of the hair once and slowly to get maximum results.  
It makes us cringe when I see people ironing their hair how they would brush it. I can 
literally hear the hair breaking. 

6. Treatments, treatments, treatments. 
Yes people, treatments are real and they do work. They are more than a glorified 
conditioner.  



Treatments are concentrated nutrients and should only be used once a week. We 
suggest once a week for 4 weeks before you decide to go lighter. This fills the hair with 
goodness and preps it for the lightening process.  
Buy a good quality blonde hair treatment and if possible from the salon that will be 
lightening your hair. This way the product is tailored to your hair and the upcoming 
service.  
Do I need to repeat that a supermarket treatment is not a real treatment so don’t 
waste your time and money. Pay a bit extra and your hair, and hairdresser will thank 
you for it.  
Now if you don’t have time to do the whole hot towel, leave on for 20 min deal, just do 
the treatment in the shower for 5-10 min. I always say that something is better than 
nothing and the treatments these days are designed for our time poor society. 
Alternatively, put the treatment in your hair before going to bed and sleep with it 
overnight.  
Make sure to put a towel over your pillowcase so as not to make a mess. 



7. Stop your purple shampoo addiction. 
We are not saying don’t use purple shampoo. There is a time and place for it and it 
helps keep the brass at bay longer.  
By the time you are due to get your blonde redone, the brassiness will be hard to kick. 
That is the normal cycle of hair.  
So soaking your hair daily in purple shampoo until it forms a dull grey colour is not 
doing it any favours. Remember, purple shampoo is pigmented and designed to be 
used once a week for enhancing your colour, not changing it.  
So all that purple build up is then a colour that the bleach needs to break through, 
resulting in less lightening ability making the hair throw off a warmer tone.  
We suggest not using your purple shampoo for a week before your blonding 
appointment and let the ashiness fade out on it's own.  
This also gives us hairdressers and indication if we need to tweak the toner and the 
fading ability of your hair.  

8. Get a decent trim. 
No, Rapunzel didn’t have 4 long, frizzy, split hairs hanging at the back just to prove 
she had long hair.  
If you want long locks then they need to look thick and shiny. There is nothing worse 
when people tell us they want to keep all the length and that length is about to break 
off on its own anyway.  
If your hair just won’t grow then you need to read above and see tip numbers 4,5 and 
6 to look after your blonde hair, then believe me it will grow.  
But until then, we cannot save those strings and they just need to be cut of.  
It might mean a trim or losing 2 inches but your hair and colour will look better if you 
let us get those ends off. This prevents future breakage, tangling and knots and preps 
the hair for a fresher, cleaner blonde. 

No one said going blonde was easy and it takes time.  
The care of the hair is essential and if you are not willing to put in the hard yards, 
then maybe blonde just isn’t for you.  
You wouldn’t spend a fortune on buying a Lamborghini to then wash it with 
dishwashing liquid or leave it out in the elements to fade.  
Your blonde is the same. It is an asset to your look and can make you feel younger, 
more tanned and stand out in a crowd.  
So please show your blonde hair the respect it deserves.  
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